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Abstract
In this paper we develop an approach to constructing the free product Z3  Z3 of rota-
tions which avoids transcendental numbers and irrational numbers. The main result is that
two rotations of order three g and h with rational entries generate the free product Z3  Z3 if
.gh/2 = 0 .mod p/, when appropriate p-divisibility conditions are satisfied for integer vectors
that yield quaternion covers. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As usual, let SO3.R/ denote the set of all real 3 by 3 special orthogonal matrices
with determinant 1, i.e., the group of rotations over the set of real numbers R, and let
SO3.Q/ denote the group of rotations over the set of rational numbers Q.
The existence of free products and free groups in a rotation group is the key step
in establishing the Banach-Tarski paradox [7]. Hausdorff’s original construction of
a free product Z2  Z3 in SO3.R/ appears in [2]; for a modern treatment see [6].
Hausdorff showed that rotations  and  are free generators of Z2  Z3 if  and
 are rotations through 180, 120, respectively, about axes containing the origin,
and cos 2 is transcendental where  is the angle between the axes. Osofsky and
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Adam demonstrated the same result when  D 45 [4,5]. In addition, Lyndon showed
that the three rotations through 120 around the three orthogonal axes in R3 freely
generate Z3  Z3  Z3.
Our goals in this paper are to develop an approach which avoids transcendental
numbers and irrational numbers and construct the free product Z3  Z3 in SO3.Q/.
The paper begins by discussing a quaternion cover of rotations of order 3 with ra-
tional entries, we then present a mod p criterion showing that two rotations of or-
der 3, g and h, in SO3.Q/ generate the free product Z3  Z3 if .gh/2 6 0 .mod p/,
when appropriate p-divisibility conditions are satisfied for integer vectors that yield
quaternion covers.
2. Quaternion cover of rotations of order three
A quaternion cover of SO3.Q/ was constructed in [3]. For every matrix B in
SO3.Q/, there exist integers z; r; s; t and a non-zero quaternion
K D
0
BB@
z −r −s t
r z −t −s
s t z r
−t s −r z
1
CCA
such that
BD 1
z2 C r2 C s2 C t2

0
@
z2 C r2 − s2 − t2 2.rs − zt/ 2.rt C sz/
2.rs C zt/ z2 − r2 C s2 − t2 2.st − rz/
2.rt − sz/ 2.st C rz/ z2 − r2 − s2 C t2
1
A :
We call
K or
0
BB@
z
r
s
t
1
CCA D .z; r; s; t/T
is a quaternion cover of B. Moreover, if we choose r; s; t; and z such that
gcd.r; s; t; z/ D 1, the only common factors of the nine entries of
0
@
z2 C r2 − s2 − t2 2.rs − zt/ 2.rt C sz/
2.rs C zt/ z2 − r2 C s2 − t2 2.st − rz/
2.rt − sz/ 2.st C rz/ z2 − r2 − s2 C t2
1
A
along with z2 C r2 C s2 C t2 are 1, 2 or 4. In this paper, we will always suppose that
r, s, t, and z are relatively prime and z > 0. Notice that if z D 0 the matrix B is an
involution, i.e., order two matrix.
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Throughout this paper, f will denote the rotation0
@
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
1
A :
Then the order of f is 3. It is well known that all elements of order 3 in SO3.R/ are
conjugate, and two matrices in SO3.R/ are conjugate if and only if they have same
trace (see [1] for a proof). This implies that all matrices of order 3 in SO3.Q/ are
conjugate to f in SO3.R/, and have trace 0.
Let g be an element of order 3 in SO3.Q/, and
gD 1
z2 C r2 C s2 C t2

0
@
z2 C r2 − s2 − t2 2.rs − zt/ 2.rt C sz/
2.rs C zt/ z2 − r2 C s2 − t2 2.st − rz/
2.rt − sz/ 2.st C rz/ z2 − r2 − s2 C t2
1
A :
From that the trace of g is zero, we have 3z2 − r2 − s2 − t2 D 0, we then have r2 C
s2 C t2  0 .mod 3/ and z2 C r2 C s2 C t2  0 .mod 4/. Hence we can conclude
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let g be an element of order 3 in SO3.Q/, and
gD 1
z2 C r2 C s2 C t2

0
@
z2 C r2 − s2 − t2 2.rs − zt/ 2.rt C sz/
2.rs C zt/ z2 − r2 C s2 − t2 2.st − rz/
2.rt − sz/ 2.st C rz/ z2 − r2 − s2 C t2
1
A ;
where z; r; s, and t are integers and gcd.r; s; t; z/ D 1. Then z, r, s, and t are odd,
and none of r, s, and t is divisible by 3. Moreover, g can be written as
g D 1
z2
0
@
.r2 − z2/=2 .rs − zt/=2 .rt C sz/=2
.rs C zt/=2 .s2 − z2/=2 .st − rz/=2
.rt − sz/=2 .st C rz/=2 .t2 − z2/=2
1
A ;
and the nine entries of0
@
.r2 − z2/=2 .rs − zt/=2 .rt C sz/=2
.rs C zt/=2 .s2 − z2/=2 .st − rz/=2
.rt − sz/=2 .st C rz/=2 .t2 − z2/=2
1
A ;
are integers.
Now we consider the projective points on F 3q where q D pn < ! is odd and Fq is
the q-element field. Here we use the usual standard dot product of projective points,
i.e.,
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0
@
x1
y1
z1
1
A 
0
@
x2
y2
z2
1
A D x1x2 C y1y2 C z1z2;
where
0
@
xi
yi
zi
1
A 2 F 3q for i D 1; 2:
k
0
@
x
y
z
1
A 2 F 3q n f0g;
where k 2 Fq , is a conic point if and only if x2 C y2 C z2 D 0 (iff k2x2 C k2y2 C
k2z2 D 0). It is not hard to see that there is not a pair of conic points which are
perpendicular in the projective plane over Fq where q D pn < ! is odd. It follows
that conic points
v1 D
0
@
x1
y1
z1
1
A =D 0; v2 D
0
@
x2
y2
z2
1
A =D 0
in F 3q satisfy v1 ? v2, i.e., x1x2 C y1y2 C z1z2 D 0 if and only if
Span
8<
:
0
@
x1
y1
z1
1
A
9=
; D Span
8<
:
0
@
x2
y2
z2
1
A
9=
; :
The proposition below follows directly from the result above and [3, Proposition
3.1].
Proposition 2.2. Let p be an odd prime such that p divides z, where z =D 0. Then
(1)
Mg D
0
BB@
.r2 − z2/=2 .rs − zt/=2 .rt C sz/=2
.rs C zt/=2 .s2 − z2/=2 .st − rz/=2
.rt − sz/=2 .st C rz/=2 .t2 − z2/=2
1
CCA 6 0 .mod p/:
(2) Mg  MTg .mod p/.
(3) Mg has the property that, modulo p, it is symmetric and its column space has
dimension one.
(4) Each column of Mg is a conic point in F 3p .
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3. Free product Z3  Z3 of rotations with rational entries
Let p be an odd  prime. LetM3.Fp/ denote the set of all 3  3 matrices with
entries in Fp. For the convenience of the reader, we recall from [3] the following two
results [3, Propositions 3.2 and 3.3].
Lemma 3.1. Suppose M 2M3.Fp/ is rank 1 matrix such that the row space of M
and the column space of M are two distinct conic points in F 3q . Then
(1) M2 6 0 .mod p/.
(2) M2 and M have same column space and same row space in F 3p .
(3) Mn and M have same column space and same row space in F 3p .
(4) Mn 6 0 .mod p/ for n 2 Z and n > 1.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose S; T 2M3.Fp/ are rank 1 matrices such that the column
space of X is a conic point whenever X 2 fS; ST; T ; T Tg. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) ST =D 0.
(2) row space.S/ =D column space.T /.
(3) ST is a rank 1 matrix.
(4) ST is a rank 1 matrix with row space.ST / D row space.T / and column space
.ST / D column space.S/.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose S; T 2M3.Fp/ are rank 1 matrices such that the column
space of X is a conic point and that the row space of X differs from its column space
whenever X 2 fS; ST; T ; T Tg. If ST =D 0, then
Sj1T k1Sj2T k2   SjnT kn =D 0;
where n > 1, ji , ki 2 Z, and ji , ki > 0, for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Proof. Let
w D Sj1T k1Sj2T k2    SjnT kn ;
where n > 1, ji , ki 2 Z, and ji , ki > 0, for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. We wish to show that
w =D 0. We will use induction on n to prove this.
Suppose that Sj1T k1 D 0, then row space.Sj1/ = column space.T k1/. By Lemma
3.1, row space.S/ = row space.Sj1/ = column space.T k1/ = column space.T /, which
implies that ST D 0, contradiction. So the conclusion is true for n D 1.
Assume that the conclusion is true for n D m, i.e.,
w D w0m D Sj1T k1Sj2T k2    SjmT km =D 0;
and row space.w0m/ = row space.T km/.
Let us consider n D m C 1,
w0 D w0mC1 D Sj1T k1Sj2T k2    SjmT kmSjmC1T kmC1 :
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Let
A D Sj1T k1Sj2T k2    SjmT km and B D SjmC1T kmC1 :
By induction hypothesis, row space.A/ = row space.T km/= row space.T /. By
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,
column space.B/ D column space.SjmC1T kmC1/ D column space.S/:
So row space.A/ =D column space.B/, it follows that AB =D 0, i.e.,
w D wmC1 =D 0:
By induction, every w0 =D 0. 
Let g; h 2 SO3.Q/ be matrices of order 3, and let
g D 1
z21
Mg D 1
z21
0
@
.r21 − z21/=2 .r1s1 − z1t1/=2 .r1t1 C s1z1/=2
.r1s1 C z1t1/=2 .s21 − z21/=2 .s1t1 − r1z1/=2
.r1t1 − s1z1/=2 .s1t1 C r1z1/=2 .t21 − z21/=2
1
A
and
h D 1
z22
Mh D 1
z22
0
@
.r22 − z22/=2 .r2s2 − z2t2/=2 .r2t2 C s2z2/=2
.r2s2 C z2t2/=2 .s22 − z22/=2 .s2t2 − r2z2/=2
.r2t2 − s2z2/=2 .s2t2 C r2z2/=2 .t22 − z22/=2
1
A :
If z1 D z2 D 1, from that the traces of g and h equal 0, i.e., r2i C s2i C t2i D 3z2i ,
one can conclude that r2i D s2i D t2i D 1 for i D 1; 2. Hence, all entries of g and h
are integers. Therefore, the group generated by g and h is a subgroup of SO3.Z/,
which is a finite group with order 24. So if g and h generate a free product, either z1
or z2 has to be greater than 1. One of our main theorems is the following:
Theorem 3.4. Given g and h in SO3.Q/ as above. Suppose that zi > 1 and there
exists an odd prime p such that p divides zi for i D 1; 2. Suppose moreover the mod p
hypothesis .MgMh/2 6 0 .mod p/. Then g and h generate the free product Z3  Z3.
Proof. To prove g, h generate the free product Z3  Z3 we only need to prove that
every reduced word w in g and h is not equal to I. Here w is an alternating product of
g1 and h1, we wish to show that w =D I .
If w begins with h (or h−1) then conjugate w by h−1 (or h) and consider the
resulting product, which now, of course, begins with a power of g. Moreover, if w
ends with g (or g−1) then conjugate w by g−1 (or g), and consider the resulting
product, which now ends with a power of h, but it may begin with h again. Then we
will do the conjugation again as before, and the word gets shorter. Eventually, either
the word is reduced to w D g , w D h , which is obviously not equal to I, where
 2 f1;−1g, or we may suppose that
w D g1h1g2h2   gnhn
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a word begins with g1 and ends with hn , where f1; 2; : : : ; n; 1; : : : ; ng 
f−1; 1g, and n > 1.
Multiplying w by the denominator, c D z2.1C2CCn/1 z2.1C2CCn/2 , we have
w0 D NgNh    NgNh;
where Ng 2 fMg;MTg g and Nh 2 fMh;MTh g.
To prove that w =D I , it suffices to show that w0 =D cI , moreover, mod p, it suffices
to show that w0 6 0 .mod p/.
Since p divides zi for i D 1; 2, by Proposition 2.2, mod p, Mg  MTg and Mh 
MTh , then w
0  .MgMh/n, where n > 1. So w0 6 0 .mod p/ follows immediately
from .MgMh/2 6 0 and Lemma 3.1. 
Recall that f is the rotation0
@
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
1
A :
The next theorem presents some constraints for f and another rotation of order 3
to generate the free product Z3  Z3.
Theorem 3.5. Let g 2 SO3.Q/ have order 3, and
g D 1
z2
0
@
.r2 − z2/=2 .rs − zt/=2 .rt C sz/=2
.rs C zt/=2 .s2 − z2/=2 .st − rz/=2
.rt − sz/=2 .st C rz/=2 .t2 − z2/=2
1
A :
Then f and g generate the free product Z3  Z3 if either
(a) z D 3l , where l > 1, and r C s C t is not divisible by 3, or
(b) z 6D 3l , with z > 1, and there is an odd prime p with p > 3 such that z is divisible
by p and p − 1 is not divisible by 3.
Proof. To prove f and g generate the free product Z3  Z3 we only need to prove
that every reduced word w in f and g is not equal to I. Here w is an alternating product
of f 1 and g1. Using the same argument that used in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we
can suppose that w is a reduced word that begins with f 1 and ends with gn , and
w D f 1g1f 2g2    f ngn;
where f1; 2; : : : ; n; 1; : : : ; ng  f−1; 1g, and n > 1.
To show that w =D I , it suffices to show that
w0 D f 1Ngf 2Ng    f nNg =D cI;
where Ng 2 fMg;MTg g, and c D z2.1C2CCn/.
(a) If z D 3l , l > 1, and r C s C t 6 0 .mod 3/, then mod 3, r, s, and t are not
same. By Lemma 2.1, we may let r  1 .mod 3/, s  2 .mod 3/, and t 
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3 .mod 3/, where i 2 f1;−1g for i D 1; 2, and 3, and there exist i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g
such that i =D j . Then
Mg 
0
@
−1 −12 −13
−12 −1 −23
−13 −23 −1
1
A .mod 3/;
and, mod 3, Mg  MTg , moreover, f Mg  fMTg , f −1Mg  f −1MTg . To prove that
w0 D f 1Ngf 2Ng    f nNg =D cI
mod 3, it suffices to show that
w0 D f 1Mgf 2Mg   f nMg 6 0 .mod 3/:
Since there exist i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g such that i =D j , a simple computation shows
that mod 3, .fMg/2 6 0, .f −1Mg/2 6 0, fMgf −1Mg 6 0, and f −1Mgf Mg 6 0.
Case 1. w0 is just a positive power of fMg or f −1Mg . w0 6 0 follows from
Lemma 3.1.
Case 2. w0 is not just a positive power of f Mg or f −1Mg . w0 6 0 follows from
Corollary 3.3.
(b) If z =D 3l and z > 1, there exists an odd prime p with p > 3 such that
3 6 j.p − 1/ and pjz.
To prove that
w0 D f 1Ngf 2Ng    f nNg =D cI
mod p, it suffices to show that
w0 D f 1Mgf 2Mg   f nMg 6 0 .mod p/:
To show that w0 6 0, it suffices to show that
2nw0 D f 1.2Mg/f 2.2Mg/   f n.2Mg/ 6 0 .mod p/:
Note that
2Mg D
0
@
r2 rs rt
rs s2 st
rt st t2
1
A :
So
f .2Mg/ D
0
@
rt st t2
r2 rs rt
rs s2 st
1
A and f −1.2Mg/ D
0
@
rs s2 st
rt st t2
r2 rs rt
1
A :
Suppose that the row space of f .2Mg/ differs from its column space and the row
space of f −1.2Mg/ also differs from its column space, and that the row space
of f .2Mg/ does not equal the column space of f −1.2Mg/ and the row space of
f −1.2Mg/ does not equal the column space of f .2Mg/, using Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 3.3, one can repeat the cases 1 and 2 in (a), and conclude that
2nw0 D f 1.2Mg/f 2.2Mg/   f n.2Mg/ 6 0 .mod p/:
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The row space and the column space of f .2Mg/ are
Span
8<
:
0
@
r
s
t
1
A
9=
; and Span
8<
:
0
@
t
r
s
1
A
9=
; ;
respectively, and the row space and the column space of f −1.2Mg/ are
Span
8<
:
0
@
r
s
t
1
A
9=
; and Span
8<
:
0
@
s
t
r
1
A
9=
; ;
respectively. Assume that
Span
8<
:
0
@
r
s
t
1
A
9=
; D Span
8<
:
0
@
t
r
s
1
A
9=
; ;
then 0
@
r
s
t
1
A D 
0
@
t
r
s
1
A
for some non-zero  2 Fp , so 3 D 1. But 3 6 j.p − 1/, a contradiction. Similarly,
one can see that
Span
8<
:
0
@
r
s
t
1
A
9=
; =D Span
8<
:
0
@
s
t
r
1
A
9=
;
and
Span
8<
:
0
@
s
t
r
1
A
9=
; =D Span
8<
:
0
@
t
r
s
1
A
9=
; : 
Remark. Note that0
@
1
1
1
1
A
is an axis of f, and0
@
r
s
t
1
A
is an axis of g. It is worth pointing out that the hypotheses z D 3l and that r C s C t
is not divisible by 3 in part (a) of Theorem 3.5 imply that cos  =D k=3l , where  is
the angle between the axes of f and g, k and l are integers, and k is odd.
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